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Abstract— To increase reliability and robustness of missioncritical services in the face of routing changes, it is often desirable
and beneficial to take advantage of path diversity provided by
the network topology. One way of achieving this inside a single
Autonomous System (AS) is to use two paths between every
Origin-Destination (OD) pair. One path is the default path defined
by the intra-domain routing protocol; the other path is defined as
an overlay path that passes through a strategically placed relay
node. The key question then is how to place such relay nodes
inside an AS, which is the focus of this paper.
We propose two heuristic algorithms to find the positions of
relay nodes such that every OD pair has an overlay path, going
through a relay node, that is disjoint from the default path.
When it is not possible to find completely disjoint overlay paths,
we allow overlay paths to have overlapped links with default
paths. Since overlapped links diminish the robustness of overlay
paths against a single point of failure, we introduce the notion
of penalty for partially disjoint paths.
We apply our algorithms on three different types of topology
data – real, inferred, and synthetic – and show that our
algorithms find relay nodes of close-to-minimum penalty. Using
daily topology snapshots and network event log, we also show that
our choices for relay nodes are relatively insensitive to network
dynamics; which is very important for a placement algorithm to
be viable and practical.
Index Terms— Routing protocols, Overlay networks, Path diversity.

I. I NTRODUCTION AND M OTIVATION
Link and router failures are frequent in the Internet [22],
[27]. Routing protocols are used to detect such failures and
route around them. However, the convergence time for routing
protocols to route around failures is often in the order of
seconds or minutes [13], [17]. The downside of such long
convergence time is that certain end-to-end connections may
experience seconds or minutes of outage [7]. No QoS (Quality
of Service) guarantee mechanism could protect users from
this outage due to transient routing instability in today’s
Internet. To increase reliability and robustness of missioncritical services in the face of temporary end-to-end path
outages, it is often desirable and beneficial to take advantage
of path diversity provided by the network topology.
One way of exploiting path diversity is to use a node inside
the network to relay packets over an alternate path that is
different from the default routing path; we term this alternate
path as an overlay path. Previous work on overlay routing
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has focused on selecting good relay nodes based on measured
metrics or QoS constraints, assuming relay nodes are already
deployed (e.g. RON [5], Detour [30], or OverQoS [37]).
However, none of these works tackle the problem of placing
the relay nodes well, which is the focus of this paper.
To benefit from an overlay network of relay nodes, we envision applications using both the default and overlay paths all
the time thereby doubling the consumed network bandwidth.
We believe that this redundant bandwidth usage is justified
when users of these applications are willing to pay or the
total bandwidth consumed is not significant, as in the case of
VoIP applications.
Routing in the Internet forms a two-level hierarchy: interdomain and intra-domain. BGP (Border Gateway Protocol) [35] is the de facto standard inter-domain routing protocol.
BGP route selection process is governed by policies set forth
by network administrators of individual domains or ASes
(Autonomous Systems). On the other hand, several routing
protocols are used for intra-domain routing; OSPF [25], ISIS [8], and EIGRP [4] being the popular ones. These protocols
assign weights to links and employ shortest path routing in
terms of the link weights. The complete end-to-end path is a
concatenation of several shortest paths within ASes and interAS links chosen by individual ASes’ BGP policies, and is
not determined by a single AS or policy. Thus path diversity
for end-to-end connections that span multiple ASes should be
addressed in both intra- and inter-domains. For this work, we
focus on the relay placement problem within a single domain
or an AS by exploiting the path diversity available within such
networks, and leave the problem of relay node placement in
the inter-domain context as future work. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first paper to address the relay placement
problem in the intra-domain context.
Within an AS, the overlay path consists of two shortest
paths: one from the source to the relay node and the other
from the relay node to the destination. We assume that every
node is a relay candidate, where relay nodes are simply routers
with relaying capability. Our aim is to find positions of relay
nodes such that every OD (Origin-Destination) pair inside a
domain has an overlay path that is completely disjoint from the
default path. Unfortunately in reality, it is often not possible
to find completely disjoint paths for all OD pairs. As a result,
we allow overlap between the default and overlay paths while
keeping the overlap as low as possible. In this work, we report
that a large portion of OD pairs fail to have completely disjoint
paths due to topological structures or link weights. For some
realistic topologies, failures are over 75%. However, it is still
beneficial to have “partially” disjoint paths with minimum
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overlap. To quantify the extent of the overlap and resulting
quality degradation of overlay paths, we introduce the notion
of penalty, and develop heuristic algorithms to find relay nodes
that incur close to minimum penalty.
We evaluate our algorithms on three different types of
topology data – real, inferred, and synthetic. We show that
with a small number of relay nodes (typically fewer than 10%
of the total number of nodes), network resilience increases
significantly against a single point of failure. We also use
daily topology snapshots and network event log from a tier-1
ISP to evaluate the efficacy of the algorithms against network
dynamics. Specifically, we show that the relays selected by
our algorithms not only provide complete protection against
75.3% of failure events and over 99% protection against 92.8%
of failure events, but they also remain effective over several
months under dynamic network conditions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We describe
related work in Section II. In Section III, we formulate the
relay node placement problem and present a definition of
penalty with some practical considerations. We also propose
our heuristic placement algorithms in this section. The evaluation of placement algorithms follows in Section IV. In
Section V, using daily snapshots and event log, we show how
our relay nodes perform in the face of network dynamics. We
discuss issues for further work in Section VI, and conclude in
Section VII.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Exploiting path diversity for fault tolerance and load balancing was first introduced by Maxemchuck as dispersity
routing [23]. Since then, quite a few papers focusing on the
selection of good overlay paths based on measured metrics,
congestion control, or QoS constraints have appeared in the
literature [5], [12], [26], [30], [37]. Recent works have proposed ways of using overlay networks in the security context.
Lee et al. have proposed a distributed way of constructing
an overlay network against link attacks [18]. Li et al. have
proposed using overlay paths for resilient delivery of security
updates [19]. All these proposals, however, assume that the
relay (or overlay) nodes have already been deployed.
In terms of real-life deployment, many overlay networks
have been constructed, often in an ad hoc fashion. MBone,
the overlay network for multicast communication, comprises
of multicast-capable border routers at ASes and a set of
intermediary nodes [9]. PlanetLab is a network of over 500
Linux PCs all around the world that serves a large number of
research projects involved in testing, deploying, and debugging new services [3], [28]. PlanetLab nodes are hosted by
volunteers; and no topological constraint has been imposed
on how they are placed. Resilient Overlay Network (RON)
is an application-layer overlay on top of the existing Internet
routing substrate [5]. RON has about 50 machines that are
located world-wide, but the majority (80%) are in the United
States.
Server placement problems hold some similarities with our
work in that they also focus on finding an optimal solution
for resource locations [15], [29]. Often these problems are

formulated as k-median or k-center problem [11]. In k-median
problem, the objective is to find k medians among all possible
positions to minimize the sum of distances from each vertex
to its nearest median. In k-center problem, the objective is to
minimize the maximum of distances to its nearest center. The
objective of our problem is to minimize the sum of overlaps
between the default and overlay paths. The formulation of our
problem is unique in that: (1) our work focuses on providing
disjoint paths and assign a relay node to each OD pair (while
k-median and k-center assign a median or a center to each
node); (2) the objective term to minimize is the overlap
between two paths (while in other problems, it is distance or
delay); and (3) our problem lies in a non-metric space. A cost
function in a metric space must be positive and symmetric,
and must satisfy the triangular inequality. However, triangular
inequality does not hold in our cost metric [10].
III. R ELAY N ODE P LACEMENT P ROBLEM
We model a network as a graph G(V, E), where V is a
set of nodes and E is a set of directed links between pairs
of nodes. A path is a finite non-null sequence of nodes and
links between a pair of nodes. We term the start node of a
path as an origin, the end node as a destination, and the node
pair as an OD pair. Every link in the network is assigned a
weight, and the cost of a path is measured as the sum of the
weights of all links along the path. As we limit our study to
intra-domain routing, we assume that Shortest Path First (SPF)
routing based on link weights is used. If two paths do not have
any common link between them, we call them disjoint.
ISP Network

Destination
(egress router)

relays

default path

Origin

disjoint overlay path

(ingress router)

Fig. 1.
Traffic for an OD pair is routed along two paths: default path
(determined by the intra-domain routing protocol running within the AS) and
overlay path (that passes through a strategically placed relay node).

Fig. 1 depicts the idea of using disjoint overlay paths.
If packets from the origin are duplicated and sent along
disjoint overlay paths, any disruption on either path causes
no impact on the other path. However, if multiple links fail
simultaneously, both paths may be affected. In real networks,
the chance of network components located physically apart
to fail at the exactly same moment is extremely slim. As the
goal of this work is to improve network resilience in the face
of transient routing instability (that is, during the period of
routing convergence), we only consider single link or router
failure events throughout this paper.
We now define the relay node placement problem as follows.
Given a network G of n nodes and the number of relay nodes
k (constrained by available network resources), we want to
find k positions of relays in the network such that every OD
pair finds an overlay path that is maximally disjoint from the
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default path. We use the concept of penalty to quantify the
overlap in paths. Our approach is based on the static analysis of
network path diversity using a topology snapshot of a network,
and at this point, we simply assume that an equal amount of
traffic flows between origin and destination of every OD pair.
However, real traffic matrix of a network is highly dynamic,
and we discuss how we can incorporate non-homogeneous
traffic matrix in Section VI.
Before we introduce our method to find relay nodes for
disjoint overlay paths, we introduce how path diversity is
characterized in typical ISP networks. Then, we illustrate
the key concept of our idea along with two relay placement
algorithms.
A. Path Diversity in Intra-Domain Routing and Its Impact on
Relay Selection
Typical ISP networks are known to have high level of path
diversity in their IP layer topologies [14], [38]. Fig. 2 shows an
example of a large AS, consisting of a collection of physical
locations called Point-of-Presences, or PoPs. Within a PoP, an
access router (denoted as AR) is connected to two or more
backbone routers (denoted as BR) with equal link weights for
fault tolerance and load balancing [14]. Typically, parallel links
between a pair of two PoPs are assigned the same weight. As a
result of such link weight assignment, multiple shortest paths
exist between the access routers in two PoPs, and they are
called Equal Cost Multi-Paths (ECMP).
AR

AR

BR
BR

Inter-PoP

BR
BR

AR

AR

Intra-PoP
Fig. 2. Path diversity is available in typical ISP networks. It is often not
possible to find completely disjoint overlay paths for all node pairs.

When there exist ECMP between an OD pair, traffic is split
equally among the multiple shortest paths, but each individual
flow (a group of packets with the same 5-tuple: a source IP
address, a source port, a destination IP address, a destination
port, and a protocol) is routed along only one path1 .
ECMP plays a positive role against link failures. Sridharan
et al. have reported that ECMP are helpful in avoiding
transient loops against link failures [34]. However, end-to-end
connections are still susceptible to outages from link failures,
and disjoint overlay paths should provide increased level of
protection against detrimental impact of routing changes.
Since a node has finite degree, ECMP may exhaust all links
out of a source for an OD pair and leave no link for a disjoint
overlay path. In our previous work [10], we have reported
that a significant portion of OD pairs fail to have completely
disjoint paths due to topological structures or link weights; for
some realistic topologies, as many as 75% of OD pairs failed
to have completely disjoint paths. In this case, we are forced to
1 Often, hash functions are used to split traffic equally amongst ECMP and
forward packets of a flow along the same path.

have overlapped links between the default and overlay paths.
Overlapped links will diminish robustness since a network is
less resilient to link or router failures. In order to quantify
the quality degradation from overlapped links, we introduce a
notion of penalty in the next section.
B. Measure of Penalty
First, we consider a way to quantify the impact of a
particular link failure on a path. We use notation o → d to
denote a collection of shortest paths from node o to d. When
there is only one path between o and d, we treat o → d as a
single path. When there are multiple shortest paths between o
and d, we assume traffic is evenly split among those paths and
treat o → d as a collection of paths. We define an indicator
variable, Io,d,l , as the probability that a packet routed from o to
d encounters the failed link, l. That is, Io,d,l is the conditional
probability that path o → d fails given that link l fails.
Io,d,l = P [o → d fails | l fails]

(1)

The indicator variable quantifies the impact of a particular
link failure on a given path. When Io,d,l = 1, a packet from
o to d always goes through link l. Therefore, o → d will
certainly fail, if link l fails. Otherwise, if l is not used on any
path of o → d, Io,d,l = 0. In this case, failure of l is irrelevant
to o → d. When Io,d,l is between 0 and 1 (say p), it means
that some paths in o → d include l and others do not. If a
packet is routed through a path that includes the failed link,
it will be lost. Therefore, o → d will fail with probability p
if l fails. This happens when ECMP exist. We say o → d is
affected by a link failure of l, if Io,d,l > 0. Fig. 3 shows an
example of how traffic is evenly split among multiple shortest
paths and how Io,d,l value is computed for every link.

o

1.0

0.5

0.25
0.25

0.125

d

0.125

0.5
0.5

0.125

0.75

0.825

Fig. 3. From o to d, traffic is evenly split among the shortest paths. For
each link l, Io,d,l value is given.

We calculate Io,d,l by extending Dijkstra’s shortest path
algorithm as follows. Given a network and a source node,
we store all the shortest paths to each destination instead of
storing a single path. Let G∗ [o, d] be a subgraph of G induced
by all the shortest paths from source o to destination d. For
convenience, we consider G∗ [o, d] as a directed acyclic graph
(dag). Once dag G∗ [o, d] is found for an OD pair, we traverse
G∗ [o, d] by inserting a unit amount of virtual flow at the root
(i.e., source). We let the total amount of the incoming flow be
equal to that of the outgoing flow (which is split evenly to all
the outgoing links of the dag). Once each link, l, is assigned
with the amount of flow for each OD pair, from o to d, this
value is equivalent to Io,d,l .
Given an OD pair (o, d), we use Kod to denote the probability that a single link failure affects path o → d, and calculate
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it as follows.
Kod

= P [ o → d fails | single link failure ]
1 
Io,d,l
=
|E|

(2)

l∈E

We use notation o → r → d to denote the overlay path from
node o to d via relay r, which is formed by concatenating
the default shortest paths from the source to the relay (i.e.,
o → r) and from the relay to the destination (i.e., r → d).
Fig. 4 shows an example of a default path (drawn in solid
line) and an overlay path (drawn in dotted line).

overlay path

overlapped link

default path

d

Now let us consider when an overlay path is used along with
the default one. If both paths have a common link as in Fig. 4,
the failure of that link affects both the default and overlay
paths. If two paths have no common link, then a single link
can only affect one of the two paths. That is, either the default
or overlay path is transparent to the link failure. Therefore,
we consider the fraction of traffic carried on the overlapped
links (between the default and overlay paths) as a measure of
penalty for using partially disjoint paths.
Given an OD pair (o, d) and a relay r, we use Kod (r) to
denote the probability that a single link failure affects o → d
and o → r → d simultaneously, and calculate it as follows.

=

(4)

∀o,d

Fig. 4.
Solid and dotted lines denote the default and overlay paths,
respectively. For resilience, we introduce the notion of penalty based on the
overlapped links.

Kod (r) =

Kod (R) = min{Kod (r)|r ∈ R}.

Finally, we define the total penalty, P(R) of using a relay
set R for all OD pairs as follows:

P(R) =
Kod (R), R ⊂ V, |R| ≤ k.
(5)

r
o

minimized. Therefore, we state that relays with the minimum
penalty provides overlay paths with robustness against a single
point of failure, be it a link or a node.
Having defined the penalty for a given OD pair and a single
relay node, let us now extend the definition to a set of relay
nodes, R. Since our objective is to determine the positions of
relay nodes such that every OD pair has a maximally disjoint
overlay path, we should select a relay r ∈ R that yields the
least penalty value given by (3). Accordingly, the penalty value
of (o, d) under a relay set R is:

P [ both o → d and o → r → d fail
| single link failure ]
1 
Io,d,l (Io,r,l + Ir,d,l )
|E|

(3)

l∈E

We can see from the definition that the penalty of a relay
node is zero when the relay provides a completely disjoint
overlay path for an OD pair. It is interesting to note that
the penalty value directly reflects the quality of an overlay
path. If this value is fairly small, overlay paths have very few
overlapped links with the default paths. Accordingly, network
is more resilient to arbitrary single link failures. For network
resilience against single link failures, we propose using overlay
paths that are as disjoint as possible from the default paths.
Or equivalently, we aim at finding a set of relay nodes that
minimizes the penalty given by (3) for all OD pairs.
In fact, relay nodes with link disjoint overlay paths enforce
overlay paths to be also node disjoint. This is due to the
SPF routing and ECMP: if two paths share an intermediate
node, then the two paths cannot be link disjoint. By choosing
relays such that the overlapped links are minimized (or the
penalty value of (3) is minimized), the chances of overlay
and default paths having the same intermediate nodes is also

Given this, our objective is to find a subset R of V such
that P(R) is minimized, where |R| is not greater than a given
value, k.
C. Placement Strategies
Now we present our placement strategies to find a relay set
R of a fixed size k such that the total penalty given by (5) is
minimized. Given a graph G(V, E) of n nodes and the number
of relay nodes k, an optimal solution is a subset R of V
with the least total penalty. We denote the optimal solution as
Optimal in the rest of the paper. The optimal solution can be
formulated using 0-1 integer programming (IP) [31]. The IP
formulation of our problem is given in the Appendix. While
Optimal gives the best result, it is unlikely that an efficient
method for solving it exists due to computational complexity.
In our simulation, we compute Optimal for only limited cases
when k is significantly small compared to n. In the following,
we present two efficient heuristic algorithms: greedy selection
and local search. These two heuristics are simple and intuitive
while delivering good performance.
• Greedy Selection Algorithm: In our greedy selection, we
begin with an empty set R. Then we add a relay node r to R
that incurs the maximum decrease in the total penalty given
by (5). We iterate this process of adding a relay node one by
one to R until R has k relay nodes. We refer to this approach
as Greedy.
• Local Search Algorithm: We start with an arbitrary set of
k relays and keep improving our solution with a single swap.
A single swap involves removing a relay r ∈ R and adding a
/ R, if the total penalty is reduced. We repeat
new relay r ∈
single swaps until there are no improvements. As its name
suggests, the solution produced by this algorithm is a local
optimum that may or may not be far away from the global
optimum. We refer to this approach as Local.
Detailed algorithms of Greedy and Local are given in [10].
For comparison, we consider two other potential strategies:
one that chooses a random set of relay nodes, referred to as
Random, and the other that selects nodes in a decreasing order
of node degree, referred to as Degree. Degree represents an
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intuitive strategy that should favor highly connected nodes as
relays.
IV. E VALUATION OF P LACEMENT A LGORITHMS
In this section we perform detailed analysis of our Greedy
and Local algorithms, along with the two other Random and
Degree algorithms. In Section IV-A, we introduce topological
datasets used in our evaluation. In Section IV-B, we compare
the four placement algorithms in terms of total penalty they
incur. In Section IV-C, we delve into the topological structures
of networks and investigate their impact on properties of the
relay nodes.
A. Types of Network Topologies
We use datasets drawn from three different types of topologies: real, inferred, and synthetic. Ideally, we would have
liked to evaluate our algorithms on several real topologies,
but we only have access to a couple of such topologies. Thus,
we supplement our evaluation with inferred and synthetic
topologies. Table I summarizes the network topologies used
in our evaluation. Each topology is listed with its type, name,
number of nodes and links, and minimum and maximum node
degrees.
TABLE I
S UMMARY OF DATASETS
Topology
Type
Real
Inferred

Synthetic

Topology
Name
Abilene
Backbone
Exodus
Ebone
Tiscali
BA50-2
BA100-2
HOT
mesh
torus
ring

Nodes
#
11
≈ 100
79
87
161
50
100
171
64
64
64

Links
#
14
≈ 200
147
161
328
81
197
440
112
128
64

Degree
(min,max)
2, 3
≈ 2, 10
1, 12
1, 11
1, 29
2, 17
2, 25
1, 10
2, 4
4, 4
2, 2

Note: the number of bi-directional links is given in Links (#) column. Since
we consider uni-directional links in our algorithm, |E| should be doubled.
For example, Abilene has 28 uni-directional links.

Two real topologies we use are those of Abilene and an
operational tier-1 ISP backbone. Abilene is a high-performance
Internet2 backbone network for universities and research laboratories in the United States [1]. We use the Point-of-Presence
(PoP) level map of Abilene. We assume a unit weight for each
link (which essentially simulates a hop-count based routing).
Fig. 5 depicts the topology of Abilene, where three relays
chosen are denoted as triangles2 . The operational tier-1 ISP
backbone, simply referred to as the Backbone in the rest of
the paper, has an order of magnitude more nodes and links
than Abilene. Due to proprietary nature of the data, Table I
only provides approximate values for the parameters of the
topology. We also use real link weights from the Backbone.
We use three of the inferred ISP topologies generated by
Rocketfuel, a router-level ISP topology inference engine [33].
2 When k = 3, Local, Greedy, and Optimal algorithms all select the same
set of relay nodes as in Fig. 5.

T
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Fig. 5.
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Abilene network

Here, link weights are assigned proportional to geographical
distances (or delay). It is important to observe that Rocketfuel topologies are subject to inference errors. In particular,
Teixeira et al. showed that Rocketfuel has significantly more
path diversity than the real topology in case of the Sprint
network [38]. We note that overestimated path diversity may
give better result with our algorithms by increasing the chances
for finding disjoint overlay paths. We also point out that the
result in [38] only applies to Sprint’s Rocketfuel topology, and
may or may not hold for other topologies.
Synthetic topologies are generated using BRITE, an Internet topology generator [2]. We use the flat Albert-Barabasi
model [6] which generates router-level topologies. Each of the
BRITE-generated topologies has n nodes and a minimum node
degree of d, and is denoted as BAn-d. Our settings in BRITE
reflect incremental growth and preferential connectivity [24].
We use latency of each link as its weight, where latency
is calculated proportional to distances between nodes. Node
placement is based on a heavy tailed distribution. While
the Albert-Barabasi model approximates scale-free networks,
recent work by Li et al. have suggested a different model –
where low degree nodes are at the core and high degree nodes
are at the periphery of the network – which is considered a
better reflection of real networks [20]. We use their Heuristically Optimal Topology (HOT) model, which consists of 49
core routers and 122 gateway routers. We use unit link weights
for all links.
We consider three more networks of regular structures, a
mesh, a torus, and a ring, each of which has 64 nodes. A
mesh has its nodes placed in a 8-by-8 square grid, where
nodes at the edge of the square grid have lower node degrees
than the ones in the center. A torus has a similar topology
to that of a mesh, but the edges wrap around when they
cross the square grid’s boundary. Nodes in a ring network
form a circular shape. We use unit link weights for all links.
While these regular graphs are not particularly realistic in their
network configurations, they provide a more neutral context
for evaluating our placement algorithms. By considering a
variety of networks, we hope to avoid drawing conclusions
that may be attributable purely to topological idiosyncracies
of a particular network.
B. Comparison of Total Penalty
We now assess the performance of our heuristic algorithms.
Fig. 6 compares the four placement algorithms in terms of total
penalty, given by (5), they incur. The number of relay nodes
has a range of 1 to k (k ≤ n). Total penalty is normalized
such that 100% represents when only default paths are used.
As all our algorithms are based on heuristics, it is hard to
fathom how far they are from the optimal case. As it is hard
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Fig. 6. Performance comparison of placement heuristics on real, inferred, and synthetic topologies. Since all the nodes in torus and ring networks have the
same node degrees, we did not run Degree on these networks.

to capture the minimum total penalty for all possible k values,
we only compute the lower bound on total penalty when all
n nodes are used as relays. We define a lower bound, LB, of
P(R) in (5) as below:
LB = P(V ).

(6)

Conceptually, LB captures the notion of each OD pair designating a relay that incurs the least amount of penalty among
all n nodes. Under the assumption of using a single relay per
OD pair, LB represents the least total penalty for any topology.

A horizontal straight line at the bottom of each graph in Fig. 6
indicates LB. While LB represents the least total penalty,
finding the minimum number of relay nodes that achieve LB
is a different problem. We use a Set Cover approximation
method [32] and obtain an estimate for the minimum number
of relay nodes that produce LB. This estimate is denoted as
LB* and marked with a square in the figure.
In all cases, Greedy and Local consistently perform better
than Random and Degree. A possible explanation is that
since Random represents the case when no planning is used
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in relay node placement, while Degree places relay nodes at
the top k nodes in terms of node degree. Degree’s relays are
likely to be heavily involved in the default paths of many OD
pairs, increasing the number of overlapped links when used as
relays.
Intuitively, as we place more relays in the network, OD
pairs are likely to find overlay paths with less total penalty.
That is, more OD pairs are likely to find overlay paths that
are disjoint from the default ones. However, the reduction
in total penalty saturates when we place enough number of
relays in the network. This is evident from Fig. 6, where all
curves flatten out after a while. The knee point of saturation is
different for each heuristic; Local and Greedy tend to reach
the knee points with smaller numbers of relays.
In all graphs in Fig. 6, the gap between the total penalty
of our heuristics and that of LB is substantial when less than
5% of nodes are chosen as relays, and it is hard to know how
close the total penalty is to Optimal for the given number
of relay nodes. Although we cannot compute Optimal for all
possible values of k due to computational complexity, we can
compute it when k is significantly small compared to n. For a
subset of topologies, namely, Abilene, Backbone, HOT, and
mesh, we calculate results from Optimal and compare them
with Local and Greedy. Fig. 7 plots the total penalties from
Local, Greedy, and Optimal as a ratio against that of LB. A
ratio of 1 indicates that the total penalty is the same as LB
(which is calculated assuming the number of relays is n). Even
though Local and Greedy are not optimal, total penalties from
these simple and fast heuristics are almost identical to those
from Optimal. The results for other topologies are similar to
the four cases shown in Fig. 6, and we omit discussion on
those due to lack of space. We conclude that our placement
heuristics, though simple, deliver near-optimal performance.
Backbone

Abilene
3

ratio

3

ratio

4

Greedy
Local
Optimal

2
1
0

2
1

↑ lower bound
5

1) Impact of Topological Structures: We observe that in
Fig. 6, HOT model has a LB value of 30%, which is larger than
most other networks, where LB is around 10%. We discuss
what attributes to this high variance and how structures of the
topology in general (and Internet-like topologies in particular)
affect the selection of the relay nodes.
For each topology, we examine OD pairs for whom only
very little or no improvement is achieved with overlay paths.
Consider the Abilene topology in Fig. 5 with three relay nodes.
Assuming hop-count based routing is used, traffic between OD
pair (S, N ) is evenly split between two paths: the upper path
that goes via DKIC and the lower path that goes via LHAW .
In this case, all possible overlay paths result in total penalty
of at least 2/28. Similar case applies for (T, W ). Another
apparent example is between OD pair (C, I), where disjoint
overlay path cannot be found using the given relays.
From our analysis, pathological cases where OD pairs fail
to find good quality overlay paths are prevalent in typical
ISP networks. This is due to the fact that a typical ISP
network topology is not completely random, but has structural
regularities. For example, the number of links connected to a
node does not vary over a wide range, but is limited by the
maximum number of slots and ports on a router. Also routers
located at one PoP are connected in such a way that traffic
out of the PoP is aggregated and sent out through a small
number of routers, thus forming a certain hierarchy between
routers as illustrated in Fig. 2. Between an arbitrary pair of
nodes (AR,BR) within a PoP, it is unlikely that there is a good
quality overlay path. HOT model has the highest LB since all
122 gateway routers are singly linked to one of the 49 core
routers. Fig. 8 shows the node degree distribution of HOT
network, where the overall distribution of degree is heavytailed. A torus, on the other hand, has many paths between
the OD pairs, and therefore, overlay paths are often no worse
than the default paths.
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C. Relay Nodes
So far, we have evaluated the performance of our placement
heuristics on a set of topologies. We now discuss how the

Node degree distribution of HOT network

Noting that topological structures of networks vary over a
wide range, especially between the synthetic and real ones,
we next examine how this affects the properties of the relay
nodes.
2) Relay Node Properties: To see which nodes are chosen
as relays for each heuristic, we measure the following three
metrics and observe whether relays are selected at the core or
at the periphery of the network.
•
•

Node degree - the number of incident links of a node
Hop count - average hop count to other nodes
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•

Distribution of the relay nodes by Greedy (G), Local (L), Random (R), and Degree (D) heuristics

Path weight - average path weight (the sum of link
weights along the path) to other nodes

Fig. 9 plots the distributions of the above three metrics of
the relay nodes selected by Greedy, Local, Random, and
Degree (denoted as G, L, R, and D, respectively). Due to the
space constraint, Fig. 9 shows representative results from only
Ebone, Tiscali, and HOT networks. The remaining plots are
included in [10]. For each metric and placement heuristic, we
set the number of relay nodes to 5 and 10% of the nodes. The
maximum, median, and minimum values of the relay node
distribution are displayed using error bars. For each metric,
the maximum, median, and minimum for the entire topology
are drawn in dotted lines. Lines for median and mean node
degree for HOT network overlap in Fig. 9(c).
In terms of node degree, relay nodes by Local and Greedy
are selected near the median distribution of the overall nodes
for Ebone and Tiscali networks in Fig. 9(a) and 9(b). As
expected, Degree’s relays are those with high node degrees.
The result of Random varies for each trial, but the median
degree of the relay nodes by Random stays close to that of
the overall nodes. In case of HOT model in Fig. 9(c), relay
nodes by Local and Greedy show unusual distribution in their
node degree as well as in hop count and path weight. This is
due to the heavy-tailed node degree distribution of the HOT

model.
When 5% of nodes are chosen as relays, Degree yields
significantly smaller hop counts and path weights than Local
and Greedy for Ebone network. This implies routing in Ebone
network is done in a way that OD pairs prefer paths (by
IGP costs) that go via nodes with high degree compared
to nodes with low degree. Therefore, high degree nodes are
accessible with smaller hop counts by arbitrary nodes. When
10% of nodes are chosen as relays, the gap between the
distribution of each heuristic becomes less noticeable. In case
of Tiscali network, similar observations hold true, however in
less noticeable form. This is because Tiscali network has more
high degree nodes than Ebone network.
In summary, Local and Greedy tend to avoid nodes that
are the highest in node degree at the cost of taking a “detour.”
Even though high degree nodes seem like a good choice in
terms of hop count and path weight metrics, we note that those
nodes are likely to be heavily involved in default paths of many
OD pairs, making them inappropriate for use as relays.
In large networks, detour through disjoint overlay paths
could cause some OD pairs to traverse longer paths, thereby
increasing the delay between those OD pairs. In practice,
operational backbone networks provision their networks such
that the average load on each link and the average end-to-end
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Comparison of total penalty by different relay placement strategies

propagation delay are below a certain threshold agreed upon
in Service Level Agreements (SLA). Our algorithms can be
easily modified to meet both these requirements of networks
if we are given the traffic matrices (for both the default and
overlay traffic), latency of each link, and the detailed SLA
requirements. (More discussions follow in Section VI.)
V. S IMULATION UNDER DYNAMIC N ETWORK C ONDITIONS
So far, we have used static topology snapshots for determining relay node placement. In practice, network topologies are
dynamic due to provisioning, technological and architectural
changes, planned maintenances, and failures. In this section,
we examine how our heuristic algorithms perform under
dynamic network conditions. In particular, we conduct two
sets of simulations: (1) we use a set of network topology
snapshots of three months, taken at the same hour each day,
and examine whether the relay nodes selected at the beginning
of the period are still effective over time; (2) we use a network
event log of six months and calculate the fraction of traffic that
is affected by network events with and without relay nodes.
We use the topology snapshots and event log of the Backbone.
In the following simulation, again, we assume equal amount of
traffic flow between all node pairs. Note that this traffic matrix
is hypothetical and does not reflect the real traffic volume of
the Backbone.
A. Using Daily Topology Snapshots
We use daily topology snapshots of 113 days taken during
October 1, 2004 to January 22, 2005. Each snapshot has its
own set of IGP link weights. The overall numbers of nodes
and links vary with a standard deviation of 1.41 and 3.3,
respectively. We examine how much path diversity the relay
nodes fixed on Day 1 (Oct. 1, 2004) can provide over the time
period, compared to the case of relay nodes changing every
day based on daily topology snapshots. For simulation, we use
Greedy and choose 5 and 10 percents of the nodes as relays.
In Fig. 10, we display time-series evolution of total penalty
given by (5) from three sets of simulations over 113 days.

In the first simulation, the set of relay nodes is determined
on Day 1 and remains fixed throughout the entire time period
(referred to as initial placement). In the second simulation,
the set of relay nodes is determined (optimized) daily based
on the corresponding topology snapshot (referred to as daily
relocation). In the third simulation, we calculate LB given
by (6) for daily snapshot. Again, the total penalty here is
normalized such that 100% represents the case when only
default paths are used in each snapshot.
Fig. 10 shows that the relay nodes from the initial placement
scheme perform nearly as well as the daily relocation scheme.
When the number of relay nodes increases from 5% to 10%,
then both schemes almost match the lower bound, LB. We
note that our placement algorithms are not very sensitive to
network dynamics. As long as the network topology does
not change significantly (e.g., partition of network), our relay
nodes selected based on a topology snapshot are effective
even in the face of dynamic network conditions (e.g., several
router/link failures or link weight changes).
The normalized total penalty in the figure mostly remains
under 15%, but fluctuates over 15% a few times temporarily.
This is mainly due to the fact that snapshots of the Backbone were taken during the maintenance window, and thus
the network might have not converged yet at the time the
snapshot was taken. In fact, we have verified that, in topology
snapshots where total penalty surged, several link weights
were temporarily set high, making those links unavailable for
traffic. This decreased the chance for OD pairs to find nonoverlapping overlay paths.
Again, using daily snapshots of the Backbone, we note
that our choices for relay nodes are relatively insensitive to
network dynamics; which is very important for a placement
algorithm to be viable and practical.
B. Using Network Event Log
We use a network event log that spans a six-month period
from June 1 to November 30, 2004. The log contains five types
of events: router up, router down, link up, link down, and link
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Fig. 11. Impact of failure events on hypothetical traffic with and without
relay nodes for a tier-1 ISP network

have no impact on traffic. Though lower than 50%, its impact
turns out to be less than we have expected. Detailed analysis
of these events show that link weights were manually set
high before the corresponding link failure event. Setting a
link weight to a larger value forces traffic to bypass the link,
allowing a “graceful” link shutdown. The remaining events
impact only a small fraction of traffic in the network; for
65.5% of failure events, less than 1% of traffic is affected.
When three relay nodes are used, they provide complete
resilience against 52.9% of failure events, which is a 17%
increase, compared to no relay node case. Better still, up to
77% of failure events affect 1% or less of traffic. When five
relays are used, network resilience to real failures increases
further. In this case, using overlay paths provide complete
protection against 75.3% of failure events and over 99% protection against 92.8% of failure events. It is also worth noting
that a small number of relay nodes chosen at the beginning
of the period remains effective in providing resilience against
failures over the entire course of six months.
VI. D ISCUSSION AND F UTURE W ORK

weight change. Note that when a router comes up or goes
down, all links incident on the router also come up or down.
Sudden link or router down events usually cause temporary
traffic loss for a number of OD pairs, resulting in service
disruption. On the other hand, for router/link up and link
weight change events, shortest paths are recomputed and OD
pairs may experience a route change (or a traffic shift) in their
default paths. However, such a change has less detrimental
impact compared to router/link failures [7]. Therefore, we only
focus on router/link down events in our simulation. It should
be noted that our algorithm is applicable and effective against
routing instability caused by router/link up and link weight
change events as well.
We assume that each node re-calculates its routes immediately and instantaneously after each event. We realize this
assumption by updating the topology and recomputing the
shortest paths after each event. Relay nodes, used in the
analysis, are chosen based on the topology snapshot at the
beginning of the event log (i.e., June 1st, 2004), and are kept
unchanged even though the topology changes as events unfold.
We use Greedy and choose three and five relay nodes for
the simulation. For each event (single/multiple link and/or
router failures), we calculate the fraction of hypothetical traffic
affected due to the failure with and without relay nodes. As
defined earlier, a single link failure on l affects OD pair
(o, d) by Io,d,l , which is the fraction of traffic assigned to
that particular link. In this way, we determine the fraction of
traffic affected due to the failure for every OD pair.
Fig. 11 plots the simulation result, where the x-axis is the
percentage of the affected traffic and the y-axis is the CDF of
network events. The plot has three curves. The first one (drawn
as a solid line) shows the fraction of hypothetical traffic lost
due to failures when only default paths are used. The second
(drawn as a dash-dotted line) and third (drawn as a dashed line)
curves show the cases when overlay paths are used along with
the default ones using three and five relay nodes, respectively.
When only default paths are used, 35.9% of failure events

In this section we look at a number of ways in which our
work can be extended. Addressing them is beyond the scope
of this paper, so we leave them as part of our future work.
• Relay Architecture for Service Overlay Network: We have
envisioned relay nodes forming an infrastructure, i.e., a service
overlay network, for a value-added service. As stated in the
introduction, we have assumed that relays are simply routers
with relaying capability. If routers allow the IP option of loosesource routing and end hosts use them, the service overlay
can be deployed without any modification to the existing
routers. Unfortunately, most service providers disable loosesource routing due to the security threat it poses and the
processing load imposed on the router CPU. An alternative
is to realize the relay nodes by attaching servers to routers as
proposed in [16].
We expect that certain routers may not be suitable as relays
(because of their locations, limited number of interfaces, or
constrained CPU). We also note that average end-to-end delay
of overlay paths should be below a certain threshold agreed
upon in an SLA. We realize these extra requirements by
defining a set of routers usable as relays for a given OD pair
as good, and the others as bad. For example, a router with
certain hardware specifications or higher may be set as good
for all OD pairs, whereas a router that provides an overlay path
with delay twice or more than that of the default path may be
set as bad for the given OD pair. Then, we incorporate this
information by redefining the penalty of a relay r for OD pair

(r).
(o, d) as Kod

if r is bad for o and d
Kod

Kod (r) =
Kod (r) if r is good for o and d

By replacing (3) with Kod
(r), we enforce that bad relays are
not selected by the OD pairs in equations (4) and (5).

• Reflecting Real Traffic Matrix: In this work, we have
assumed that an equal amount of traffic flows between each
OD pair. However, in real ISP networks, our assumption on
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homogeneous traffic matrix does not hold. We can easily
modify our penalty measures to reflect the real traffic matrix
as follows. Let M(i,
 j) denote the amount of relative traffic
volume such that ∀i,j∈V M(i, j) = 1. By simply replacing
1
|E| with M(o, d) in equations (2) and (3), we can obtain the
penalty measures reflecting the real traffic flows. Given an OD
∗
∗
and Kod
(r) denote the fraction
pair (o, d) and a relay r, let Kod
of default and overlay traffic affected by a single link failure
based on real traffic matrix, respectively. Then, we calculate
them as follows.

∗
= M(o, d) ·
Io,d,l
(7)
Kod
l∈E

∗
Kod
(r)

= M(o, d) ·



Io,d,l (Io,r,l + Ir,d,l )

(8)

l∈E
∗
By replacing Kod (r) with Kod
(r) in equation (4), total penalty
of a relay set, given by (5), now denotes the fraction of traffic
affected by a single link failure for all OD pairs under the real
traffic matrix. Greedy and Local heuristics are still useful in
relay placement in this setting.

• Relay Placement in Inter-Domain Setting: A natural extension of our work is relay placement algorithm that provides
disjoint overlay paths for traffic that span multiple ASes.
Path diversity in inter-domain routing is more complicated,
due to scale (e.g., consider all combinations of source and
destination) and the policy-governed route selection of BGP.
Since most ASes do not publish their routing policies (such as
local preferences in BGP), we may need to infer inter-domain
routing paths from the publicly available BGP feeds as in [21].
Potential challenges include: (1) AS-level path inference (since
BGP is policy-based); (2) asymmetries of AS paths [27] (i.e.,
forward and backward paths may require different relays); and
(3) realistic traffic matrix that span multiple ASes. Noting that
BGP’s best path selection is based on a destination prefix
instead of a destination AS, relay nodes should be selected per
prefix, rather than per AS. Finding a small set of relay nodes
that minimizes the number of overlapped links under different
and partly unknown routing regimes is far more challenging.
We leave the overlay design issues in inter-domain setting for
future work.
• Physical Layer Path Diversity: Our work considers layer-3
path diversity, which is distinct from the physical layer path
diversity. At the physical layer, disjoint IP layer paths may
run over the same optical fiber. For more robustness against
link failures, cross-layer check for disjoint paths should be
added [36]. Large ISP networks have access to their physicallayer topology map, and thus intra-domain path diversity may
be strengthened greatly by considering these maps.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this work, we identify the problem of relay node placement in an intra-domain setting for path diversity. An end-toend connection may use more than one path to guard against
temporary outages from frequent network changes, provided
that those paths are completely disjoint. In reality, unfortunately, it is often not possible to find completely disjoint

paths for all OD pairs. We formalize the notion of penalty to
quantify the quality degradation when partial overlap between
the default and overlay paths is allowed, and present two
efficient heuristic algorithms that choose relay nodes with
the penalty close to minimum. Using three different types of
network topologies, network snapshots, and network event log,
we show that a very small number of relay nodes (typically
fewer than 10% of the total number of nodes), are sufficient to
provide much heightened level of protection against everyday
network changes.
There are a number of applications that can exploit path
diversity for improved QoS within an AS (e.g., on-line game
traffic, VoIP, resilient security updates, backup line for banking
system’s private network). We believe these applications can
benefit from a path diversity service based on our work.
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A PPENDIX
A. Integer Programming Formulation
The objective function has a form that minimizes the sum
of all variables. More specifically, selecting relay nodes with
minimum total penalty is formulated as follows. The 0-1
variables yi , i ∈ V indicate whether the node i is selected
as a relay, and the 0-1 variables xijz , i, j, z ∈ V indicate
whether the relay node i is used by OD pair (j, z):

minimize
Kjz (i)xijz
(9)
i,j,z∈V

subject to



xijz ≥ 1

∀j, z ∈ V,

(10)

i∈V

xijz ≤ yi ∀i, j, z ∈ V,

yi ≤ k,

(11)
(12)

i∈V

xijz ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i, j, z ∈ V,
yi ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ V .

(13)
(14)

The set of constraints in the above integer programming have
the following meaning. Constraint (10) ensures that at least
one relay node must be assigned for each OD pair. Constraint
(11) determines that a node must be selected as a relay when
it is assigned as a relay for an OD pair. Constraint (12)
restricts that at most k relays are chosen. Constraints (13)
and (14) state that xijz and yi are 0-1 variables. Due to
computational complexity, solving the problem is usually done
relaxing constraints (13) and (14) and allowing the xijz and
yi to take rational values between 0 and 1.

